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BUILD Insights is a quarterly newsletter produced by the Learning and Knowledge
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communities

FUTURE OF WORK: Communities and Collaboration at UNICEF
The UNICEF mission depends on realizing the enormous potential of
digital communication and collaboration. This is the way of a fastarriving future, where a demographic shift towards younger workers
combines with rising rates of mobile usage and a growing need for realtime information sharing. Online communities are among the best ways
to connect people to each other and to the knowledge they need to
deliver the greatest results for children.

Also, we noted benefits of using social media to support communities at
UNICEF as well. Respondents to our own Communities survey 2017
affirmed the many positive outcomes of communities.
Overall, half of 733 respondents (6.5 % of all staff) said they used
Yammer. They noted benefits such as saving time and getting
information or work products from other countries/regions.
• 44% who used Yammer cited the importance of developing

In September 2016, a Deloitte survey asked 245 business executives
for their perspectives on the future of work. Their responses highlight

connections with colleagues that they would not otherwise have met.

• 20% say they have gotten visibility outside of their country/region for

work that they do
six themes about the future workplace—and six lessons to empower
leaders in the transition. Two themes and related lessons directly point • 15% have collaborated with someone outside their region or
organization
to how communication, collaboration, and connectivity are being
transformed. There are clearly future implications of working like a
network —“in a more mobile, more team-based, more project-based, So, what is one of the key challenges of the future of work at UNICEF?
It is making sure that we keep it simple, and not confusing or
more real-time, and more fluid way”.
overwhelming. We need to be open to understand that the culture is
So, what is changing? Additional research, also from Deloitte (2016),
indicates that 50 per cent of all digital media time is spent on a mobile

shifting, and focus on listening to the people now that we have chance to

phone. Further, 37 per cent of the global workforce is now mobile, and
30 per cent of full-time employees now do most of their work outside of
the employers’ location. Given these trends—which are at work at
UNICEF too, as shown in the Communities survey (2017)—as well as
desktop connectivity challenges in many parts of the world, mobile phones
will play a rising role in how staff connect with each other. More can be
done to make effective use of existing mobile apps, including the one for
Yammer that is not widely enough known. UNICEF staff, especially those
in the field need an easy way to share with and connect to each other.

to understand what another person is talking about, asking us and

connect so rapidly, directly and electronically with one another. Our ability
sharing with us is essential. This will require better and different ways to
communicate and collaborate. To do so requires a clarity of purpose,

and a ‘culture of simplicity’.
Deloitte quotes Jeffrey Joerres “As we look to the future, role modeling of
behaviors is going to be more important than training.” — This will require
leaders to act increasingly as “community architects” and to be role
models for these new ways of working. They need to publicly articulate
that they expect people to participate in communities, and participate

How can we harness the benefits of working as a network? According to

themselves occasionally, modelling desired behavior.

McKinsey these have proven unprecedented: digital social technology can
grow productivity by 20-25% and reduce time spent searching for

A final inspiration from the Deloitte’s research: “Done well, the future of

information by 35%. Also, 62 percent of respondents to a McKinsey Survey

work offers the opportunity to provide the most engaging and motivating

say that social technologies have significantly changed work processes—

environment we have yet experienced and, after decades of aspiring to

particularly in developing competitive intelligence. The most widespread

the idea, to become truly learning organizations.”

benefit of adopting social technologies in the workplace is greater access to

Communities contribute to all of these aims. They build from the most

knowledge and to experts within and outside the enterprise. This is

powerful asset of all: people, with their commitment to continually share

particularly relevant as we’re looking at ways to harness effective collaboration

and learn, to trust, to innovate, to dream. Connecting everyone,

that yields new solutions to the world's toughest problems for children. This

everywhere at UNICEF and beyond will create a more informed and agile

includes building Global Development Commons --- a strategic alliance of

organization, one fully equipped to realize the rights and needs of

knowledge and action to harness the full potential of evidence, experiences

children and young people today, and for generations to come.

and innovations.

Contact: Paola Storchi: pstorchi@unicef.org

COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT
Tip of the Month
What's In a Sentence?
Use "Friendly Words" with Community Members
When conversing with colleagues in an online community, using language that is
clear, accessible, and simple is one of the most important things you can do. Many
people have a tendency to over-complicate simple thoughts in the context of work,
typically because the organization seems to value it. In this blog post by Matt
Hampshire, he notes that terms like "leveraging" and "paradigm-shift" are "invented
words designed to imbue ordinary ideas with greater significance and
urgency, or to avoid uncomfortable truths."
Online communities are designed for authenticity, human-centric dialogue, and
simplicity. The next time you write a post in Yammer, or another community platform,
make it a point to write in the way that you would speak with a friend. Your "Friendly
Words" are conversational, easy to understand, and encourage others to participate
in your discussion. Friendly Words are the foundation of a community-driven
method of work. We encourage you to give them a try!

COMMUNITY SPOTLIGHT: ICT’s Culture of Collaboration
UNICEF’s Chief Information Officer, Daniel Couture, seeks to build a stronger

They are therefore very likely to help each other as they face common

sense of community within the UNICEF Information and Communication

problems. We learnt that this group does not need a lot of

Technology (ICT) function to better enable the strategic goals of the

management. Most questions are answered from within the community

organization. Among his different approaches was the consolidation of two

rather than by a single expert or community facilitator. Still, to be sure

equally successful Yammer groups for field and HQ staff. After consultations

that all questions are answered, an ICT “Problem Solver” voluntarily

with the administrators of the Field ICT Yammer group and the HQ ICT

monitors dialogue whenever possible. This is important to ensure the

Yammer group, the joint “Information and Communications Technology”

overall trustworthiness of the group.

Yammer group was created. We would like to showcase its success.

We also put the B.U.I.L.D. model to the test, and learnt that ICT has
a SharePoint-based intranet and a Newsletter for “B” (Broadcast). For

Greater collaboration between ICT at HQ and the field is of growing

“U+I” (You and I), the community encourages interaction and the

importance for many reasons. For example, over the years, many regions

building of relationships in a number of ways, such as the newly

and countries have developed their own management and reporting tools, but

created trendy, open collaborative workspace on the 3rd floor.

as UNICEF becomes more digital, regional and local systems are being

For “L” (Libraries), Divisional level SharePoint document libraries are

replaced with common systems and tools, for such reasons as reducing

readily available. Lastly, for “D” (Dialogues), the Yammer group and

licensing costs, promoting security and addressing similar risks.

a Suggestion Box (both physical and online) offer ways for staff to

Volunteers come forward to share within the community and align its purpose

share creative and innovative ideas.

with the specific goal of building a common culture of collaboration,
engagement and knowledge exchange. Since the merger, this group has

The purpose of this group is to build a culture of collaboration,

consistently been one of the most active groups in Yammer over the past

engagement and knowledge exchange around the ICT domain, to

year. Yammer Group Insights from the week of 29-January showed 134

enable the 3 ICT Strategic Pillars of Operational Efficiency,

active people, including 86 of the group’s 460 members, up 18% from the

Programme Effectiveness and the Innovative use of Technology.

previous week:
Achieving community and collaboration across global boundaries
requires attention to trust, goodwill, and providing a platform for people
to be aware of each other. While the Yammer group has been very
successful as a problem-solving and trust-building platform, the

ICT function looks for additional community-enhancing activities. For
example, it celebrated its 2017 successes by inviting teams to submit
fun-filled, animated videos for its “Cheer It Out” (CIO) year-end event.
The humorous submissions illustrate the camaraderie and spirit of the
organization. Continuing into 2018, the Stories of our People vlog
What are the drivers behind this community’s high rate of engagement and

series will encourage individuals to talk about themselves and their

record of bringing value to its members? BUILD followed up with group

work. The videos are available on the ICT Video Channel.

members and gained a number of insights. Most importantly, the community - including the Yammer group -- is built as part of the overall organizational

Contact:

strategy and is strongly supported by the CIO, who also created a global

Mudiwa Mapuranga: mmapuranga@unicef.org

ICT mailing list to consolidate messaging. Also, It is important to bear in mind
that members of this community are not only ICT staff seeking solutions to
common problems, but also staff in general, seeking collaboration on digital
matters such as Technology for Development (T4D), and seeking to
continuously develop their Digital IQ as a new way of working.

Alison Clement: aclement@unicef.org

OUTSIDE IN: GIVERS, TAKERS, AND MATCHERS
Adam Grant is a best-selling professor from the Wharton Business

A post-911 study at Harvard University sought to understand what made

School whose seminal ideas about the relative success of people

intelligence teams most effective, what they found was that “the single

oriented toward either “giving” or “taking.” His research has shown that

strongest predictor of group effectiveness was the amount of help that

organizations that foster giving behavior achieve demonstrated benefits

analysts gave to each other.” Who asks for help within UNICEF? Our

in improved collaboration, innovation, quality improvement and service

most active Yammer groups are those in which staff are working with

excellence.

electronic systems.

Givers -- individuals who are prone to respond to others’ requests for

Nearly 3,000 staff participate in one or more of these groups, which are

help, or to notice when a colleague needs help and offers assistance

set up primarily to provide a space for problem-solving. It is the norm in

unasked -- are the most productive and successful. They do not look for

these groups to ask for help, and although the groups are monitored by

immediate reciprocation of their generosity. Takers, on the other hand,

staff responsible for the systems, most help comes from other users.

rarely provide unsolicited help and are those who look for ways to get

Yammer groups in the WASH sector, which has a strong focus on

others to help them without having to give anything in return. Somewhere

communities – providing services to communities as well as supporting

on the scale between giving and taking are the matchers, people who are

collaborative communities within UNICEF and with partners, also show a

willing to help others because when they know they will receive

high degree of giving behavior. In addition to using the forums for asking

comparable value in return. Giving behaviors may be good across the

for help, these participants readily share their findings, work products,

organization, but there is a wrinkle affecting results among individuals. In

and successes with one another. If it is possible to predict the success of

this research, Grant has shown that the profile of the lowest performers in

an organization based on whether it is a giving or a taking culture, then

engineering and sales organizations are most likely to be characterized

is there a way to detect and measure the behaviors?

as givers, as are the highest performers. The difference between the low
performers and the high performers is that the high performers manage

SWOOP Analytics, using Adam Grant’s research, has instrumented a

their availability.

Give-Receive measure for Yammer usage that balances contributions
made and replies received and integrates this measure into its

UNICEF is a giving organization -- its very mission is to give support for

assignment of personas to individual users.

the rights, health, and safety of children. How does that mission extend to
helping others inside UNICEF, regardless of function, programme, or

We continue our planning for bringing SWOOP into UNICEF. When it is

geography? One of the primary ways that UNICEF staff are able to help

available, we will be able to aggregate the predominant behavior patterns

each other is by engaging through Yammer groups. Our online platform

in Yammer usage within and across groups in UNICEF. The persona

provides a unique space in UNICEF where over 5,000 staff engage with

assignments, and the dashboard measures, will provide insights that will

each other in sharing ideas, stories, and successes and -- yes -- asking

help us determine the extent to which UNICEF staff are truly engaged in

each other for help. Because it is the asking -- the making requests of

our groups and provide insights that will help us bring more of the

others -- that is at the core of creating a giving culture. According to

benefits of collaboration to more of our users.

Grant, seventy-five to 90 percent of helping starts with a request.

For more about Adam Grant, see: adamgrant.net
“In giver cultures, employees operate as the high-performing

intelligence units do: helping others, sharing knowledge, offering
mentoring, and making connections without expecting anything in
return. Meanwhile, in taker cultures, the norm is to get as much as
possible from others while contributing less in return. Employees
help only when they expect the personal benefits to exceed the
costs, as opposed to when the organizational benefits outweigh the
personal costs.”

TEMPLATE FOR A 30-DAY
COMMUNITY PLAN
New to community management and wondering how to put together a plan to create
a vibrant active community that has concrete suggestions for things to do? Or have
you been a CM for a while and want to take your community to a new level of
engagement and activity? Look no further! Wait no longer: We have just produced
a 30-Day Calendar for launching and stewarding a new community through its first

month.
The simple table of activities gives suggestions for:
• Things that you as a community manager can do
• Things you can encourage members to do
• Things that you may encourage your champions to do
For those launching new communities, the plan template begins with “Day -3” to
countdown to launch. For managers of existing communities, activities suggested
for Days 1 through 30 are useful, impactful, and simple to implement.
Share this with your champions and sponsors and engage them into creating a
purposeful, custom plan that will work for you! The template has been posted in the
files section of the Knowledge Exchange and Collaboration Group.

CAPTURING KNOWLEDGE IN ACTION

Carrie Basham Young, our Community Strategist, is a well-known and highly regarded expert in enterprise social media who blogs frequently on
a number of sites. This month, she has written a powerful piece for CMSWire titled “Front-Line Workers: The Untapped Knowledge Workers in
your Midst.”
In this article, she describes how many companies are encouraging staff to capture, in real-time, what they are seeing, learning, and
experiencing with customers. This revolution in real-time knowledge sharing has come about through the ubiquity of smart phones. ”Seventyseven percent of American adults own a smartphone, which they check an average of 46 times per day,” she writes.
Quoting research in the power of photographs and films over the printed word, Carrie references data that show that our brains process
videos 60,000 times faster than text, and, according to John Medina at Brain Rules, we remember just 10 percent of the information we hear, but
65 percent of information relayed in pictures.
“These statistics make the concept of visual knowledge in the enterprise quite compelling,” she suggests. “There’s also a less data-driven way
to think about photos and videos in a work context. Images from the field capture subtleties about people and their relationship to products and
each other that the written word can’t: the way someone’s eyes explores a product longingly, the physical proximity between various friends
shopping together, the intensity of eye contact between two people conversing about a work problem. The visually perceptible nuances of
human behavior that can be easily captured in images open up a new way of understanding knowledge at work.”
Yammer, UNICEF’s community platform, offers photo and video sharing capabilities. Carrie gives the example of a business that used Yammer
to take photos of customers looking at new products and sharing the customers’ reactions to the company headquarters in real-time.
As UNICEF increases its digital competence, we think it’s time that more of our knowledge-sharing activities include visual media components.
Photos and videos provide so much more context.

The visually perceptible nuances of human behavior that can be easily captured in images open up a new
way of understanding knowledge at work.
Many of our Yammer groups have become habitual about sharing photos and videos, providing context for our work and increasing the richness
of interactions within the groups.
Carrie concludes her article by challenging companies to move faster and better in understanding the unwritten experiences of their customers
and teams. We’d like to challenge UNICEF in the same way and invite you to participate in expanding our understanding of how we work and
connecting us more deeply to our culture of communication and collaboration.

Contact: Carrie Basham Young: carrie@talksocialtome.com

HOT TOPIC:
A NETWORK OF
NETWORKS
Have you ever wondered how the UNICEF
communities intersect? We have, in fact a true
“network of networks.” To see how our 20 most
active communities are connected, we used our
social network analysis expertise to create a
map showing the groups and all of their
members. In the map, each Yammer square
represents a group in Yammer, and the red dots
represent members.

The map lets us see which groups have more
members in common, and which groups have
members who are likely to belong to multiple
groups.
For a brief report on some of the data we
discovered by looking at the network this way,
see the presentation on Yammer and join the
conversation!
Contact: Patti Anklam: pattianklam@gmail.com

Thank you! As always, your thoughts, questions, and opinions are always welcome at
KnowledgeExchange@unicef.org
Visit our BUILD website where you can find key resources on Community management at UNICEF

